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**COMMUNICATION**

**Ab Initio Calculations as a Quantitative Tool in the Inelastic Neutron Scattering Study of a Single-Molecule Magnet Analogue†**

Michele Vonci,a Marcus J. Giansiracusa,a Robert W. Gable,a Willem Van den Heuvel,b Kay Latham,b Boujemaa Moubarakib, Keith S. Murray,c Dehong Yu,b Richard A. Mole,d Alessandro Soncini* and Colette Boskovic*a

*Ab initio calculations carried out on the Tb analogue of the single-molecule magnet family Na$_8$$\text{[Ln(W}_6\text{O}_{18})_2]$ (Ln = Nd, Gd, Ho and Er) have allowed interpretation of the inelastic neutron scattering spectra. The combined experimental and theoretical approach sheds new light on the sensitivity of the electronic structure of the Tb(III) ground and excited states to small structural distortions from axial symmetry, thus revealing the subtle relationship between molecular geometry and magnetic properties of the two isostructural species that comprise the sample. With their signature energy barrier to magnetic relaxation and quantum tunnelling through this barrier, single-molecule magnets (SMMs) are important candidate molecules for future applications in molecular spintronics and quantum computation. Among the most promising SMMs are those based on trivalent lanthanoid ions (Ln-SMMs).1 Many future applications of SMMs will require their deposition on surfaces, which makes essential the investigation of the effect on the SMM properties of small structural changes that will likely arise from deposition.2,3 Thus the development of correlations between the magnetic behaviour, electronic structure and Ln(III) coordination geometry is crucial for achieving a better understanding of the range of structural parameters that will guarantee the retention of SMM properties. One of the most powerful experimental techniques for elucidating the electronic structure of SMMs is inelastic neutron scattering (INS), which provides a direct probe of the relevant energy levels.4 INS is very sensitive to the electronic structure of the lowest lying energy levels of Ln(III) ions, which are dominated by crystal field (CF) splitting effects. Despite these advantages, relatively few INS spectra with well-defined magnetic scattering have been reported for Ln-SMMs.1e,3 Complementing experimental measurements are theoretical approaches involving either (i) semi-empirical CF parameterisation of experimental magnetic susceptibility or spectroscopic data, or (ii) ab initio calculations, where the only input from experiments consists of atomic coordinates from crystal structure data. While CF models are very informative for high-symmetry structures, in low-symmetry cases they can suffer from overparameterisation. A useful description of the subtle, but at times crucial, influence of the low-symmetry harmonics and non-point charge effects associated with a realistic CF environment can only be gauged via suitable ab initio methodologies. However, recently the deviations of up to 20 % between experimental data and the best available ab initio calculations for some Ln-SMMs has raised questions about this approach.4 Indeed, most experiments provide access only to ground state properties, while a more realistic benchmarking of ab initio methodologies should assess their ability to correctly determine the energetics of the CF states probed experimentally by techniques such as INS. A family of complexes that has proved extremely useful for achieving the present understanding of Ln-SMMs are the [Ln(W$_6$O$_{18}$)$_2$]$^{2-}$ polyoxoligandns,5 in part because of the relatively high local symmetry at the Ln center, which is sandwiched between two polychlorotungstate ligands. In recent investigations Coronado and co-workers have performed detailed magnetic susceptibility, heat capacity and EPR spectroscopy measurements, complemented by CF fitting of the data, finding SMM behaviour for the Ho, Er, Gd and Nd analogues.6 Their studies have contributed to the development of a semi-empirical approach that makes use of a radial effective charge model and experimental data for isostructural analogues to determine the CF splitting of Ln(III) ions. Although not a SMM due to an apparent $M_J = 0$ ground state, Na$_8$$\text{[Tb(W}_6\text{O}_{18})_2]$ (Tb) is an excellent model candidate for further study given the low neutron absorption cross section and the predicted small energy splittings of the $J = 6$ ground multiplet.6b In this communication we report a combined experimental and theoretical study of Tb, in which the...*
application of the well-established \textit{ab initio} CASSCF/RASSI computational strategy (see Supplementary Information)\textsuperscript{7} provides key insights for interpretation of high quality INS spectra. In particular the \textit{ab initio} calculations allowed us to assign the INS spectra to two distinct co-crystallised polymorphic phases \textit{Tba} and \textit{Tbb}, which have not been recognised previously. Subtle differences in the local coordination environments of the two Tbz centres in essentially isostructural polyanions (Fig. 1) contribute distinct INS signals, with \textit{ab initio} calculations accounting precisely for the relationship between the differences in the coordination environment of the Tbz(Ill) ions and the changes in the electronic structures of the two polymorphs.

A bulk sample of \textit{Tba} was prepared by modified literature procedures and characterised by single crystal X-ray diffraction, elemental analysis, infrared spectroscopy and magnetic susceptibility measurements (Supporting Information, Figs. S1-S2).\textsuperscript{5,6a,6b} Recrystallisation from D2O afforded a sample for INS of Na\textsubscript{3}[Tb(W\textsubscript{18}O\textsubscript{42})\textsubscript{5}]\textsubscript{2}·20D2O (\textit{Tba}). Samples of the diamagnetic Y analogues (Y and Y\textsuperscript{2+}) were prepared similarly (Supporting Information) and employed to determine the phonon contributions to the INS spectra (Fig. S3). The sample \textit{Tb}\textsuperscript{4+} was analyzed on the time-of-flight INS spectrometer Pelican at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation.\textsuperscript{7} The spectra collected at two neutron wavelengths, $\lambda = 4.74$ and $\lambda = 2.37$ Å, are shown in Fig. 2 (see also Figs. S4-S7). At the base temperature of 5 K, four well resolved peaks are observed at 1.000±0.001, 1.620±0.001, 2.786±0.002, 4.087±0.009 meV across the two data sets (peaks II, IIa, Ila, Ila, (Fig. 2). The analysis of the temperature and momentum transfer vector (Q) dependence (Fig. S8) classifies them as magnetic excitations from the ground state. Upon increasing temperature three peaks become more evident at 5.00±0.04, 6.25±0.03, and 7.61±0.04 meV (peaks II, Ila, Iva, Va; Fig. 2) and are assigned as CF transitions from excited states through the analysis of the temperature dependence and comparison with the spectra of Y\textsuperscript{2+} (Fig. S3).

The literature CF models of the electronic structure for this system suggest an $M_{J} = 0$ ground state, and a first (second) excited pseudo-doublet $M_{J} = ±1$ ($M_{J} = ±2$)\textsuperscript{5,6a,6b}. On this basis only one or two ground state transitions ($M_{J} = 0 \rightarrow M_{J} = ±1$) are expected at 5 K. It is thus not possible to rationalise the four observed transitions without invoking either (i) a strong admixture of states, which would lead to matrix elements of the total angular momentum operator between ground and higher excited states large enough to justify the relative intensities of the observed peaks,\textsuperscript{4a,6b} or (ii) the presence of multiple species in the sample, although it is analytically pure and literature studies of this compound imply a single polyanion. However, close scrutiny of the crystalline sample found the latter situation to indeed be the case, with two distinct polymorphic phases, \textit{Tba} and \textit{Tbb}, comprising the sample analyzed by INS. The two compounds both crystallise in the triclinic space group P-1, with only very small differences in the cell parameters and in the crystal habit: flat blade-shaped crystals for \textit{Tba} and flat hexagonal prismatic crystals for \textit{Tbb}. Although a crystal structure has not been previously reported for Na\textsubscript{3}[Tb(W\textsubscript{18}O\textsubscript{42})\textsubscript{5}], reported structures of other Ln analogues are isomorphous with \textit{Tba} or \textit{Tbb}.\textsuperscript{5,6a,6b} Crystals of both polymorphs were characterised by single crystal X-ray diffraction (Table S1), while powder X-ray diffraction data (Fig. S9) are consistent with the INS sample \textit{Tb}\textsuperscript{4+} being comprised of a mixture of the two species. The single crystal analysis shows that \textit{Tba} and \textit{Tbb} share the same connectivity of the isostructural \textit{[Tb(W\textsubscript{18}O\textsubscript{42})\textsubscript{5}]}\textsuperscript{-} polyanion and in both cases the pseudo C\textsubscript{4} molecular axes are oriented along the same crystallographic direction. The most apparent difference between the two polymorphs is the arrangement of the water-coordinated sodium cations (Fig. S10). In both structures the Tbz(Ill) ion is sandwiched between two \{W\textsubscript{18}O\textsubscript{42}\}\textsuperscript{5} moieties with eight O donor atoms arranged in a distorted square antiprismatic (SAP) fashion, resulting in a distorted $D_{4d}$ molecular point symmetry. The distortions that the reciprocal position of the two square faces of the antiprism introduce into the first coordination sphere of Tbz(Ill) can be evaluated using the average deviation from the ideal 45° value of the skew angles $\phi$ (AD($\phi_{45}$) and the angle $\varphi$ between the normal vectors to the faces (Table 1, Figs. 1 and S11). The values of these angles for the two polyanions reveal that the SAP local geometry of the Tbz(Ill) ion is further from ideal $D_{4d}$ symmetry.

Fig. 1 Molecular structure (left) and representations of the two distortion angles of the Tbz coordination (right) for the [Tb(W\textsubscript{18}O\textsubscript{42})\textsubscript{5}]\textsuperscript{-} polyanion in \textit{Tba}; atom colour code: W (yellow), O (red) and Tbz (violet).

Fig. 2. Variable temperature INS spectra of \textit{Tb}\textsuperscript{4+}. Left: $\lambda = 4.74$ Å, integration interval 0.8 $\lambda^{-1} < Q < 1.2$ Å$^{-1}$ and right: $\lambda = 2.37$ Å, integration interval 1.15 $\lambda^{-1} < Q < 1.65$ Å$^{-1}$. Positive numbers correspond to neutron energy loss.
in Tb-b than in Tb-a in terms of both dihedral and axial distortion. Continuous shape measurements performed on the two polymorphs with the software SHAPE confirm the SAP geometry and larger distortion of the Tb(III) coordination sphere in Tb-b.  

Table 1. Key angles (°) and distances (Å) for the Tb centres in Tb-a and Tb-b.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AD(φ)ab</th>
<th>φab</th>
<th>Tb-Od</th>
<th>O-Oe</th>
<th>Dp-e</th>
<th>SHAPE indexf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tb-a</td>
<td>2.3(6)</td>
<td>1.1(1)</td>
<td>2.39(2)</td>
<td>2.88(2)</td>
<td>2.497</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb-b</td>
<td>4(1)</td>
<td>2.1(1)</td>
<td>2.40(2)</td>
<td>2.88(1)</td>
<td>2.512</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mean absolute deviation from the ideal value of 45° for the angles φ between the square faces of the SAP.  

Ab initio CASSCF/RASSI calculations were performed using Molcas 8.0 (see Supplementary Information) to determine the effects on the electronic structure of the differences in the first coordination sphere of the Tb(III) centers in the two molecules. The structural inputs were the atomic positions obtained from single crystal X-ray diffraction data collected at 130 K for Tb-a and Tb-b. The calculations show that the energy spectra of the J = 6 ground state multiplet for the two compounds are qualitatively similar (Fig. S12, Table S2), with an almost pure pseudo-doublet, offering a precise and simple explanation of splitting between the components of the first two excited states, although strongly mixed, are predicted to be closely spaced pseudo-doublets (Tables S3-S4). The remaining excited states, although strongly mixed, are predicted to be manifestly split pseudo-doublets (Figs. 3 and 4c) the components of which are mainly a combination of Mf = ±1 and Me = ±2 states, respectively (Tables S3 and S4). The remaining excited states, although strongly mixed, are predicted to be manifestly split pseudo-doublets (Tables S3-S4). Ab initio calculations establish a direct correlation between the increase in structural distortions and the increment of the energy splitting between the components of the first two excited pseudo-doublets, offering a precise and simple explanation of the four ground state transitions observed at 5 K in Tb-b and suggesting the possible dynamics of the “hot” transitions (Figs. 3 and 4).  

We assign peaks Ia and IIa to ground state transitions to the two non-degenerate components of the first excited pseudo-doublet for Tb-a and peaks Ib and IIb to the equivalent transitions for Tb-b. On the basis of the relative intensities of peaks Ia and Ib the molar ratio between Tb-a and Tb-b is determined to be 70:30. After realising the existence of the two polymorphs, we were able to optimise the synthetic procedure to obtain pure samples of Tb-a and Tb-b (Supporting Information), although Tb-b is metastable, partially interconverting to Tb-a when wet. INS measurements confirmed the assignment of the ground state transitions for each phase and also allowed the assignment of “hot” transitions Ila, IVa, and Va to Tb-a. The “hot” transitions of Tb-b are not apparent in the INS spectra of Tb, either because of low intensity due to the low concentration or because of partial overlap with Tb-a peaks.  

Remarkably, the INS spectra arising from transition probabilities calculated from CASSCF/RASSI results for Tb-a (red) and Tb-b (blue). A 70:30 molar ratio of Tb-a:Tb-b is assumed for (b) and (c).  

The results of CASSCF/RASSI calculations can be presented more intuitively by projecting the lowest lying ab initio wave functions onto a (2J+1)-dimensional pseudo-spin basis set (Tables S3-S4) and by computing the full set of CF parameters for the Tb(III) ions in Tb-a and Tb-b (Table SS). The already mentioned admixture of the wavefunctions, particularly relevant for the first two pseudo doublets, is highlighted by the presence of off-diagonal CF parameters confirming that high-symmetry D4h approximations are inadequate to describe these molecules.
The limited number of peaks in the INS spectra prevents fitting the data to the full CF Hamiltonian. However, to elucidate the low symmetry effects suggested by ab initio calculations on the first and second excited pseudo doublet observed by INS, we employed extended Stevens operators\(^\text{10}\) to set up a simplified CF Hamiltonian containing a selected small number of terms (Table 2). The CF parameters included in the simplified model were chosen based on the following observations and symmetry arguments. The barycenter of the energy levels observed in the INS spectra could be satisfactorily fit employing \(B^{\phi}_{2}\) as the only diagonal parameter.

The splitting of the first excited pseudo-doublet, observed for both Tb-a and Tb-b, was modeled by incorporating the off-diagonal parameter \(B^\phi_2\), allowing mixing of the \(M_{J} = \pm 1\) components. Because the “hot” transitions to the second excited pseudo-doublet are only observed clearly for Tb-a, the off-diagonal parameter \(B^\phi_4\) was included for this polymorph only, allowing efficient mixing of the \(M_{J} = \pm 2\) components. The experimental INS spectra were fit to the simplified CF Hamiltonian, using the values from the CASSCF/RASSI calculations (Table S5), as initial values. The final values optimised for the two polymorphs (Table 2) afford accurate simulation of the INS spectra (Fig. 4b, Figs. S20-S22).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(B^\phi_2)</th>
<th>(B^\phi_4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tb-a</td>
<td>0.705(1)</td>
<td>-8.5(2) \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb-b</td>
<td>0.712(2)</td>
<td>0.0729(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values obtained for the only diagonal parameter, \(B^{\phi}_{2}\), are very similar for Tb-a and Tb-b. The dihedral distortion, measured by the angle \(\phi\), preserves \(C_4\) rotational symmetry, and by introducing \(B^{\phi}_{4}\) and \(B^{\phi}_{6}\) parameters, can split the \(M_{J} = \pm 2\) doublet only. Therefore the splitting of the \(M_{J} = \pm 1\) doublet must arise from different symmetry-lowering structural distortions. Interestingly, the \(B^{\phi}_{2}\) parameter, which is almost three times larger for Tb-b than Tb-a (Table 2), correlates with the larger axial angle \(\varphi\) observed for Tb-b, which may thus be the main structural origin of the splitting of the \(M_{J} = \pm 1\) doublet. More quantitative magnetostructural correlations may require additional crystal structure data collected at similar temperatures to the INS; although a recent study has concluded that, in the absence of a phase transition, the thermal effect of the molecular structure on the electronic structure of SMMs is negligible in practice.\(^\text{11}\)

In summary we report herein how the first ab initio CASSCF/RASSI calculations performed on a Ln-polyoxotungstate play a heuristic role in the interpretation of otherwise inexplicable INS data measured on a co-crystallised mixture of two polymorphs of Na\(_{2}\)Tb(W\(_{12}\)O\(_{40}\))\(_{2}\). These calculations accurately account for the relationship between the increasingly distorted Tb(III) crystal fields in the two polymorphs and the energy shifts observed for the INS transitions. The observation that small changes in the Tb(III) coordination geometry significantly impacts the electronic structure has important implications for future surface deposition of SMMs and lays the foundation for a comprehensive investigation of the effect of environment-induced distortions on the magnetic behaviour of the SMM analogues in this family.
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